
tabadi was jorlneriy lvell-klWwn as olle of the
important Ga towns which lie along the coast of what
is now Ghana; whilst other of the coastal towns, such
as Accra and Tema, have subsequently beconze nlore
famous for modern developments, Labadi is nOlV best
known for its beaches.

Situated eight miles east of Accra (the capital city),
Labadi attracts hundreds of visitors at week-ends. Many
of the visitors bathe in the Atlantic ocean, which
throughout the year is warm, with the temperature
usually in the 70's, and which, up to the present, has
been free of man-eating sharks. The only danger is the
current, which at times is treacherous, but bathing is
generally safe if one keeps within the line of breakers.
The waves are usually not too boisterous to ride, so
that surfing is a popular pastime, with lnany of the
swimmers using light wooden boards, whilst a few of
the more proficient dispense with boards and surf freely
in the South African style.

THE MAIN CENTRE OF INTEREST is not the sea, however,
but the mile or so of beach, with its ever-changing
scene: as the beach physically alters both with the tides
and with the time of year, with the heavy rains of June
practically washing away the lagoon, and drastica!ly
altering the contours of the beach-so does the SOCIal
scene constantly shift in subtle ways, so that it is never
the same, always offering some new and absorbing
interest. The beach is fringed with a line of tropical
palm-trees, among which are located many beach huts,
most of which have been built by the expatriate firms
for their employees. (For South African readers who
are accustomed to the inaccurate term "European," it
should be explained that in Ghana the more precise
word "expatriate" is in popular usage, stressing the
nationality rather than the colour).

The diversity of the human spectacle at Labadi
Beach on a fine Sunday (and it is on only very few
Sundays during the year that the weather is inclement,
and drives people away) provides an endless fascina
tion for the observant spectator. Firstly, there is the
great variety in the composition of the crowd. Many
of the bathers are expatriates, including British, Dutch,
Russians, Italians, Germans, Americans, Swiss, Syrians,
Indians and many others: it must surely be one of the
most cosmopolitan throngs to be ~ound on any beach.
And mingled with the expatriates are the Ghanaians,
usually forming the majority if one stopped to count,
which no one does. Ghana has been accused of being
undemocratic, when it is judged by the functioning of
Western political institutions: but if judged by the
social scene at Labadi Beach, then it is certainly on~

of the most democratic places in the world. For where
else would one find ambassadors and junior clerks,
bank managers and stewards, doctors' wives and "good
time girls" all enjoying the same beach, and not caring
about the range of social and economic classes which
they represent?

The complex composition of the crowd provides
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delightfully bIzarre scenes. Where else in the world
could one find all the following, at one place, at the
same time? A Japanese business-man solemnly exer
cising his Boxer dog; an amiable fair-haired Russian
floating lazily beyond the breakers on an outsize
inflated inner tube, bobbing up and down with the
swell; an Australian demographer instructing his small

LABADI
a Ghananian
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sons, and their play-mate (a cheerful Ghanaian boy,
whose father cooks for the Australian) how to ride the
waves; a senior Sudanese Minister seriously running
up and down the beach in a vain attempt to keep his
weight down; a Ghanaian doctor introdu9il}g his tiny
child to the delights of the sea; a group of shy Indian
ladies giggling as they play with their children at the
water's edge, scurrying away when a large wave
approaches, to prevent their sari.s· from bec~ming

drenched; an excited party of GhanaIan school-c~I1dren,

with their teachers anxiously trying to keep them from
straying too. far; a crew-cropped American ta;king
photographs of his family; an impromptu football game,
with a few Syrians, several Ghanaians and some Dutch
boys taking part .... On any Sunday when I have
been at Labadi, I have seen an assorted collection of
incidents, always new and always changing.

ALTHOUGH THE BATHERS, strollers and sun-followers are
spread out for some distance along the beach, if 'there
is any focus it is at the Marina Cafe, which, despite
the fact that it would not pass any too stringent muni
cipal health regulations, is one of the jolliest b.each
cafes I know. The manageress is an easy-going, large,
Ga woman, who dispenses Heineken'~ and Club Beer,
and coca-colas, as well as preparing food for those
who require it, to the assorted clientele she at~racts.

The Marina represents one of the most pleasing aspects
of life in Ghana-the immense good-humour, which
all visitors notice. All day Akwoa, the manageress,
moves majestically about the cafe., or, when tired,
stretches out full length on one of her benches, and
directs one of her smiling younger brothers to look
after the customers. Amongst all the bustle, it is
common to see one of her little daughters peacefully
sleeping beneath a table, clutching one of ,the kittens
which also somehow manages to sleep through all
the clamour.

The Marina is a centre for a group of .young
Ghanaian girls to display their newbikinj bathing
costumes, a spectacle which perceptibly pleases .most
of the expatriate men rather more than it does. th~ir

wives. A few years ago, it was uncommon to see
Ghanaians in swimming costumes of any description,
but they suddenly blossomed forth· in all types of
costume, especially the bikinis, which suit their.. youth
ful figures admirably, allowing them to shoW off as
they dance a High Life or two at the cafe. One of
Akwoa's brothers has learnt. sufficient _~ussian ,to, be
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able to greet his Russian custoll1ers ill their own
language, and to take their orders, calling out gaily in
Russian "Two beers and three coca-colas coming up,"
to the delight of the Russians as they watch the girls
dancing.'

The Russians are mostly youngish flight engineers
and maintenance men attached to the Ilyashin aircraft

DAVID BROKENSHA
joyous confusion on a
fine Sunday. ..

which Ghana bqught last year. A few of the older men
are accompanied by their families, and all the ones
whom I have met have been lively, pleasant and

, interested. (1 became friendly with one engineer who
wished to improve his English, then was delighted
when I gave him some South African stamps, as he is
a keen collector, and through him I have met many
of the others). In contrast to many of the other ex
patriates, the Russians are nearly all in good physical
shape, for the usual "Europeans" tend to be overweight
and of unpleasing proportions; as so often happens, a
certain grossness of the intellect frequently accompanies
the physical grossness, so that one welcomes the frank
curiosity and alert interest of the Russians.

Labadi formerly consisted of two distinct beaches,
each of which ilsed to be manned by life-savers who
were provided by the Army, which has long since given
up this function, but by habit (and partly because of
the convenience of parking cars) people still tend to
congregate in one or other of the two centres. By one
of those curious social processes, the West Beach has
become the home of the bourgeoisie, who are mainly
expatriate (and nearly -all white, with a scattering of
Syrians, one or two Africans) for most Ghanaians find
the middle-class family atmosphere too dull for their
tastes. This beach is relatively quiet and uncrowded,
and is half a mile away from the tempting distraction
of the Marina Cafe; I was intrigued to see that several
of the older Russians had chosen this place, clearly
preferring its solid respectability to the vulgar excite
ments of the other-or could it be, 1 wondered, that
the Russian matrons thought it best to settle their
husbands a safe distance from the bikinis?

excited laughter of the players mingles with the warning
cries of the crew of a fishing boat which comes surging
through the surf, scattering the bathers and -attracting
many' who wish to see what the fishermen have caught.

The fishermen use the same dugout canoes and trident
paddles that the Ga fishers have used for centuries, but
today most of them will have Japanese nylon nets,
costing R200 (£100) or more. The canoes, which are
so~e 20 feet long, are ~olourfully decorated in pleasing
deSIgns, and are sturdIly constructed to withstand the
battering of the surf. Those on the beach often help
to pull in the ropes to which net is attached, so as to
share in the excitement of seeing how large the catch
is. This is an anxious time for the fishermen and their
families, as this is their livelihood and the catches are
so variable. Whe.n the fishermen are fortunate, and
bring in many fish, scores of women and children
appear from among the palmtrees and mesembryan
themums-which seem to line all African Beaches
in order to help distribute and take away the fish,
amidst much noisy argument.

Another method of fishing (and one hitherto un
recorded, I believe) is to stand knee-deep in the sea and
to do a sort of pelvic wriggle, rather like doing "the
T~ist," the. whi.le feeling .with one)s toes for the peri
WInkles whIch lIve a few Inches belo\v the sand. It is a
fascinating and relaxing pastime; I have tried it, with
some success, and found the exercise beneficial and the
rhythm soothing. Women and small children are the
main participants in this form of fishing, and in small
groups they are often seen, silhouetted pleasingly against
the sky-line, or even right among the paddlers, quite
~nconcerned and joyously wiggling their hips, from
tIme to time transferring periwinkles from their toes
to a large tin which one child carries on his head.

At East Beach there will also be youths kicking a
football about, or playing with a large beach ball, often,
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in their exuberance, showering sand over staider folk..
When this happens, it is simple, for those who find
this tiresome, either to move to another part of the
beach, or else to request the players to move away,
which, providing they are not too rapt in their game,
they will do; what is remarkable is the complete
absence of any resentment or malice or vicousness, for
the Ghanaians are not usually a violent people, and
they display an unusual tolerance.

The beach has many itinerant vendors of a variety of
wares, particularly fruit which is carried in large shallow
baskets on the statuesque heads of handsome Ga
women who sway along, clad in their printed flowered
cloths. In season they sell pine-apples at 25c (2s.6d.),

Okara

PIANO AND DRUMS

When at break of day at a riverside
I hear jungle drums telegraphing
the mystic rhythm, urgent, raw
like bleeding flesh, speaking of
primal youth and the beginning,
I see the panther ready to pounce,
the leopard snarling about to leap
and the hunters crouch with spears poised;

And my blood ripples, turns torrent,
topples the years and at once I'm
in my mother's laps a suckling;
at once I'm walking simple
paths with no innovations,
rugged, fashioned with the naked
warmth of hurrying feet and groping hearts
in green leaves and wild flowers pulsing.

Then I hear a wailing piano
solo speaking of complex ways
in tear-furrowed concerto;
of far away lands
and new horizons with
coaxing diminuendo, counterpoint,
crescendo. But lost in the labyrinth
oj its complexities, it ends in the middle
oj a phrase at a daggerpoint.

And I lost in the morning mist
of an age at a riverside keep
wandering in the mystic rhythm
of jungle drums and the concerto.
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coconuts at lOc (Is.), and oranges, mangoes or bananas
at about eight for lOe (Is.). They will willingly peel
any fruit for their customers, and it is an impressive
sight to see one of the fruitsellers, still balancing the
heavy basket on her head, deftly holding a pine-apple
in one hand and her cutlass in the other, usually with a
small child playing round her legs. There are also little
girls who sell roasted groundnuts, wrapped in pieces of
newspaper at Id. a handful, and men from Northern
Ghana who offer the brightly coloured woven baskets
of their region; there are women who vend the
attractively carved traditional Ashanti stools, and a
cheerful Nigerian who has a good stock of jewellery
and trinkets, who will offer me a beer on a day when

Soyinka

TELEPHONE CONVERSATION

The price seemed reasonable, location
Indifferent. The landlady swore she lived
Off premises. Nothing remained
But self-confession. 'Madam,' I warned,
'[ hate a wasted journey-l am African:
Silence. Silenced transmission of
Pressurised good-breeding. Voice, when it calne,
Lip-stick coated, long gold-rolled
Cigarette-holder pipped. Caught I was, foully.
'HOW DARK?' ... I had not misheard ... 'ARE

YOU LIGHT
'OR VERY DARK?' Button B. Button A. Stench
Of rancid breath of public hide-and-speak.
Red booth. Red pillar-box. Red double-tiered
Omnibus squelching tar. It was real! Shamed
By ill-mannered silence, surrender
Pushed dumbfounded to beg simplification.
Considerate she was, varying the emphasis-
'ARE YOU DARK? OR VERY LIGHT?' Revelation

came.
'You mean-like plain or milk chocolate?'
Her assent was clinical, crushing in its light
Impersonality. Rapidly, wave-length adjusted,
I chose, 'West African sepia'-and as an afterthought.
'Down in my passport: Silence for spectroscopic
Flight of fancy, till truthfulness clanged her accent
Hard on the mouthpiece. 'WHAT'S THAT?,' conceding
'DON'T KNOW WHAT THAT IS.' 'Like brunette.'
'THAT'S DARK, ISN'T IT?' 'Not altogether.
'Facially, I am brunette, but madam, you should see
'The rest of me. Palm of my hand, soles of my feet
'Are a peroxide blonde. Friction, caused-
'Foolishly madam-by sitting down, has turned
'My bottom raven black--:..-()ne moment madam/'

sensing
Her receiver rearing on the thunder clap
About my ears-'Madam,' I pleaded, 'Wouldn't you

rather
'See for yourself?'
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he has had good sales, or ask for one when he has not.
A visitor from South Africa would be surprised by

many aspects of this fascinating sub-culture, particu
larly, of course, by the absence of any discrimination
based on colour: to one accustomed to segregated
beaches, the sight of perhaps 1,000 people of varying
hues happily enjoying the same stretch of sand and
water, would either be downright horrifying or enor
mously pleasing, according to one's outlook. There are
other differences, too-I have indicated the complete
absence of any form of discrimination based on class,
and there is also the amazing absence of regulations.
or of any authority. We are at times ~n danger of
meekly accepting far too many regulatIons, so that
one tends to accept the general necessity and merely
question . the particular form. For the peaceful
anarchist, I recommend a visit to Labadi as an en
couragement in what can be done without regulations.

I do not pretend that there are not regulations, laws,
by-laws, etc., in other spheres of life in Ghana, but
Labadi does at present provide an example (one worthy
of notice, even if it only applies to a small sub-culture,
at week-ends) of how people can co-exist peaceably;
it is a nearly unique example of a merry tolerance, of
a concentration on enjoying one's own pursuits whilst
not allowing' this to deprive others of their enjoyment.
There is no "Notice," no official, no prohibition, no
restriction. The.re is no one to tell people where to
bathe, or where to park their cars, or where to change
their clothes. And in .the absence of instructions, people
bathe in the safer places, they park their cars under
the shadiest palm-tree not yet occupied, they change
in one of the huts or in the bushes (and the smaller
children, black and white, have the best of it, for they
run and splash around without bothering about clothes).
In short, people, left to themselves, behave sensibly in
these circumstances.

I am not advocating a general anarchy, merely
pointing out that Labadi offers an example of a strange
and refreshing sort. No one would dream of denying
the rights of the lithe young footballers to play, the
racehorses to. canter up the beach, the vendors to sell
their wares, the belles to pirouette in their bikinis, the
Russian to float far away on his tube. How then does
the system work, in the absence of regulation? Let
me say that it could not possibly work in Cape Town,
nor in Chicago nor in Colchester . . . we are too
committed to our regulations, and we should not be·
prepared to abandon (as one does at Labadi) some of
our rigid concepts of order and hygiene. We now care
more about the orange-peel on the beach, or the
separation of 'people into different groups, than about
the simple pleasures of the people, and we could not
regard the joyous confusion of Labadi with the good
natured tolerance of the Ghanaians.

At a time when Ghana (in common with other
developing nations) is receiving much financial, techni
cal and managerial aid from more developed countries,
it is salutary to remember that Ghana, too, has some
thing to offer, a profound and humane tolerance which
is only possible when there is a mature appreciation of
the rights of individuals. Where else could Labadi
Beach exist, with its innocent joyments and its splendid
lack of restricting orders? •
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Education
For Change

MICHAEL STERN

LIFE MEANS movem"ent, nowhere more than in Africa,
and failure to change means eventual extinction.

Most of us are actuaHy rebels at heart, for we are
born adventurers but too soon after we have left
school, our zest for change has been so blunted by
convention and inhibited by material comfort that we
meekly accept the standard attitudes of society. and t.he
traditional way of life of our ancestors. That IS an In
dictment of education, because it is in the schools that
our critical faculties should be sharpened and our
appetites whetted-for life.

Dr. Birley of Eton said on his recent visit to South
Africa that there were two kinds who deserved protec
tion and encouragement. They are the idealists who
always have a VIsion of the best~ without which h,uman
beings would seldom achieve anything at all. Rebels
are, or should be, born in schools, -and there is some
wrong with an educational system that breeds conform
ists. 'The rebel aims not to destroy, as a saboteur, but
to cut through cant, to question and challenge and to
build anew on real values.

What are the schools doing to develop and encourage
this critical approach? Far too little, in my view, at
government or private level, because the cry is for
conformity, and in South Africa this must 1l!ean t~e

uncritical acceptance of society as it stands, the tradI
tional South African way of lif~ with its baasskap and
its apartheid, as something desirable, defensible and
permanent. But can it be any of these things, in the long
run? It is imposed by a minority on the majority, it
effectively deprives the state of much of its practical
skills and intellectual growth because it draws for
leadership on only one fifth of the population, and it is
likely to be increasingly subject to the winds of change
and to the forces of black nationalism.

Education cannot ignore this, cannot substitute a
matriculation certificate for critical awareness. Acade
mic distinction is vital, with a measure of vocational
training, if we are not to pitch young people, totally
unprepared technically, into a hostile. and competitive
world: but this is only part of the picture, and perhaps
the least important. Education is much more than this.
Our contribution must be "to the whole twenty-four
hours of a man, not just to the few hours he sells to his

M I C H A E L S T ERN, headmaster of St Mar
tin's School, and formerly of St. Peter's,
Rosettenville, is to become headmaster of Water
ford School, a non-racial, interdenominational
private school which is to open near Mbabane,
Swaziland in 1963.
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